
 
CLUB MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 
*To begin the membership processes please send an email to harrietsgun@gmail.com 
  [Please write” CLUB Membership” in the email header ] 
 
Cost: $15 [Payment via Venmo/Cash App or by cash only on site] 
 
Please include the following information in your email; 
 
FULL NAME: 
CITY/ST: 
ZODIAC SIGN: 
 
Attach a frontal image with a clear view of you face to use as the image on the card 
All members must send frontal image photo in email with info as requested. 
 
The CLUB Membership comes as a limited edition laminated membership card. Each one is signed and                
authenticated by Tiona Nekkia McClodden on site and can be used indefinitely as she continues this                
exhibition project in other spaces. Limited to 300 cards. 
 
MEMBERSHIP WILL GET YOU; 

● Free entry to Members Only events and access to all parties(with the exception of BRUJAS               
Anti-Prom at the rate of $5.(Parties have been asked to cap their covers $7-$10) 

● Drink specials at Performance Space New York’s bar during events + One free drink and access                
to the Tokyo style bar on exhibit within CLUB. 

● Ability to nominate an artist who would be a good fit to exhibit with CLUB. Tiona will then reach                   
out to see if they are interested and secure the work to curate within the CLUB. All artists featured                   
in the CLUB will be paid. $50-300 based on the scope of the work and tech support needed. 

● Priority in proposing an event if you are an artist, promoter or have a strong idea that would work                   
well in the space. 

 
MEMBERSHIP FUNDS GO TO; 

● The creation of the card – labor, printing and laminating. 
● Money to offset drink costs for specials (via Performance Space New York's Bar + Tiona’s               

smaller bar which is Members Only and limited seating and will serve a selection of Japanese                
Whiskey and Sake selected by herself. 

● Money to all outside parties as they are to take the door. As a member pays $5 and the cost of                     
the party is $10, Tiona will be paying the additional difference from this pool of money to ensure                  
that the party promoters retain full profits from the door. 

● Fees for artist works to show/screen/perform in the space. I am prioritizing new/lesser known              
artist in the city as well as LES based artists. All artist will be paid in cash. 

FIRST COME FIRST SERVE. NO GUARANTEES. ALL MEMBER MUST PICK UP CARD ON SITE! NO CARDS WILL BE 
MAILED! 


